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About This Game

18 Floors is a VR experience combining room escape gameplay with puzzle elements. Players are transported to a mystic and
foreboding space, where they must complete interconnected puzzle to escape each sealed room.

The first episode of the game is comprised of two rooms, the Phantom Room and Sea Express stage.

With her home planet destroyed 1000 years ago, Andrea, Queen of Naoh Star has been living hidden amongst humans,
struggling to keep her race from eradication. When she learns of humanity’s plan of genocide for her people, Queen Andrea

decides to strike back at humanity by altering history itself. Players will follow Andrea as she travels to the secret time-bending
black hole “18 Floors,” discovering her true identity and uncovering a galactic conspiracy.

Game Features:
1.A suspenseful and thrilling VR puzzle experience
2.Mystifying puzzle designs with gameplay variety
3.VR Environments that feel as if they were real

4.A completely different but interlinked fantastic journeys
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Lucid Dreams is not what i was expecting. I had so much fun trying to figure the puzzles out. the moving mechanic was a little
difficult but considering how simple the tasks and areas were its understandable. 10\/10 enjoyed. every puzzle only has one
answer so no worries about using something the wrong way. The story was intriguing and strange but in a good way. :) i wish the
clues continued until you finish a level because i had a challenging time trying to finish some parts.. This game is a no for me
based on how the character controls - jumping and moving feel weightless. Enemy combat is also very simple as you run in,
swing your sword, then run away -it feels tedious. Finally, although the game does a good job and mixing up what you have to
do (shooting yourself out of cannons, dk carts, unique puzzles), I found a lot of the experiences to be poorly executed.

Play luckys tale instead!

For those of you who just want a reason to buy it, here are the pros.
Things the game does well:
+strongly themed worlds
+Long experience
+hidden collectibles
+Diversified gameplay (donkey Kong karts, blast your self out of a cannon, puzzling, platforming, combat)

. Finally a good, easy game for toddlers on Steam. Works well with touch on a tablet too. An option to hide the mouse\/hand
would make it perfect. I use to support this but I don't anymore. Modo Indie has basically been abandoned and they offer no
support. It bizzare that they have listed Modo Indie and MODO indie 901. Is this the same product? If so why are there two
listings for it on steam? Foundry doesn't even notice it has Modo listed twice on steam.

Anyway, just get Blender. It's free, has no limitations, and has an entire community that can help you. The wonderful new UI in
Blender 2.80 is being released soon (available but still in beta). Try it out.. I love the artstyle, and the atmosphere it creates is
wonderful. This game is fantastic, and it's really worth getting.. Playthrough. https:\/\/youtu.be\/86po0fevofM
This is one of those that comes together all in the end. The game is definitely spooky, and the suspense of what is going to come
next is what shapes this. Overall, I was hoping for something a little more as far as the activity in the game. I thought there were
places that the developers could take advantage of that were not. Maybe something to consider with an update or future projects
(:
. To comment, visit this review on Dragon Quill.

A very, very meta RPG. Everyone is aware they are in a video game, and the player is explicitly asked why they\u2019re
playing the game and making the choices they are at several points. I initially expected this to be irritatingly pretentious or
pointlessly trite as meta stories so often are, but I actually thought it struck a good balance I genuinely appreciated. Though
framed comedically, there is a serious undercurrent to it that I thought gave the game real poignancy. There is a strong emphasis
on the importance of sensitivity, nuance, and small acts of kindness; this is a game where you can tip helpful NPCs for giving
you exposition, and you will actually get to see what they did with the money and how it changed their life. I never felt like it
was giving me the option to be nice to faceless NPCs just to mock me or the concept itself, as often seems to be the case in
similar parodic RPGs. Though the tone is overall absurdist, there is a genuineness to everything I found really touching.

Unfortunately, this is also an RPG that should have been a visual novel.
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The game\u2019s description promises that it \u201cfeatures everything that you loved from the 8-bit RPGs of your childhood
and leaves behind everything you didn\u2019t\u201d. Unsurprisingly, it can\u2019t live up to this boast; it is just another RPG
Maker RPG, with all the flaws standard for the genre, including the many hated features from those 8-bit RPGs I\u2019m really
baffled the program hasn\u2019t shucked yet. Damage calculation appears to use an incredibly poorly-balanced subtractive
defense formula that creates wildly different damage values for even tiny differences in defensive stats \u2014 my fighters
would often take literally no damage from attacks that cut my casters\u2019 health in half. To really double down on this, magic
defense is almost impossible to come by if you\u2019re not a caster because only casters can equip magical armor, so fighters
are sitting ducks against spells and there\u2019s little you can do about it. Because oh yes of course enemy targeting is totally
random, better hope enemies land that hit on the person who will take single-digit damage from it and not the person
you\u2019ll have to revive next turn. (To rub salt in the wound, the tank class has an ability that\u2019s supposed to draw
attacks, but it appears to only work some of the time, because ???) Oh, but good luck if someone does go down, because that
infuriating thing from 8-bit RPGs where you have to input commands for the whole turn without knowing what the enemies will
do? Oh, you better bet that\u2019s a feature! Enjoy telling your paladin to raise your cleric only to have them get murdered
themselves before their turn comes up. And I haven\u2019t even mentioned the random miss and crit rates! Why are those still
a thing? Seriously? Why, in 2019, have we not collectively risen up and scrubbed that terrible Dungeons and Dragons artifact
from our systems? Who is this appealing to?

But even aside from the poor decision to use RPG Maker\u2019s default battle system, this game just seems very poorly and
haphazardly designed. You have access to limited monster-repel spells and items at the start of the game\u2026 yet as early as the
third dungeon, you get the ability to turn off random encounters freely. So\u2026 why are the limited versions there at all?
(Incidentally, developers: if players want to turn off a core gameplay feature, that\u2019s a sign it shouldn\u2019t be there in the
first place.) You get the ability to change classes a la Dragon Quest III, but despite advising you to wait until you get all the skills for
a class first (since they transfer), the game gives you no way of knowing when you\u2019ve gotten the final skill for a class. Some
classes also have passive abilities, but they are not listed in the character screens and are only mentioned by NPCs in the starting
area. I was also honestly quite surprised to learn class shifting was possible, because so many of the classes are obviously fusions
between others \u2014 why exactly should I bother with the slow-leveling Sorcerer if I can produce the same effect by multiclassing
a Warlock into a Healer? Relatedly, as I\u2019ve come to expect from RPG Maker games, magic is crap \u2014 elemental spells
need to hit an elemental weakness to be even marginally better than a physical attack from a fighter of the same level. (Until you
get the ultimate endgame spells, which are ludicrously powerful and boss fights are virtually impossible without them.
There\u2019s just no middle ground in this game.) To make matters worse, the super caster class doesn\u2019t even seem to get
every element naturally \u2014 are you supposed to multiclass into Warlock for those, or\u2026?

So, ultimately, this looked like a nice idea marred by very amateurish design. I\u2026 am not sure if I can say it\u2019s worth
money, frankly. Which is unfortunate, because the story really is quite nice, but the gameplay is just that unenjoyable. I think I
would have liked it a lot better if it was one of those visual novel RPGs where the battles are only a formality.

(Trigger warning if you play it yourself: the PC\u2019s father misgenders them frequently. I don\u2019t see any reason to believe
it\u2019s malicious, but be aware if that\u2019s something that upsets you.). I brought this aircraft and I loved it up until I tried to
take it off. Which i learned wasn't that ealy as it likes to veir off to the left uncontrolably. If the maker of this aircraft is reading
can you please adress this issue or tell me if I'm doing something wrong.. The game is unplayable -

I bought this game sometime last year, but never played it until now... Except now I can't play it because it literally goes like 3 fps...

I built my pc - it's got enough power to make this game run at 9000 fps... There's absolutely no reason for this game to be so poorly
optimized... makes no sense

------------------
System Information
------------------
Time of this report: 5\/9\/2016, 20:08:23
  Machine name: CASSIUS
  Operating System: Windows 7 Ultimate 64-bit (6.1, Build 7601) Service Pack 1 (7601.win7sp1_gdr.160211-0600)
  Language: English (Regional Setting: English)
System Manufacturer: Gigabyte Technology Co., Ltd.
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  BIOS: BIOS Date: 08\/06\/13 15:48:54 Ver: 04.06.05
  Processor: AMD FX(tm)-8320 Eight-Core Processor (8 CPUs), ~3.5GHz
  Memory: 8192MB RAM
Available OS Memory: 8156MB RAM
  Page File: 3666MB used, 12644MB available
  Windows Dir: C:\\Windows
  DirectX Version: DirectX 11
 System DPI Setting: 96 DPI (100 percent)
  DxDiag Version: 6.01.7601.17514 32bit Unicode

---------------
Display Devices
---------------
  Card name: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650
  Manufacturer: NVIDIA
  Chip type: GeForce GTX 650
  DAC type: Integrated RAMDAC
  Display Memory: 4038 MB
  Dedicated Memory: 1990 MB
  Shared Memory: 2048 MB
  Current Mode: 1360 x 768 (32 bit) (60Hz)
  Monitor Model: LCD TV
  D3D9 Overlay: Supported
  DXVA-HD: Supported
  DDraw Status: Enabled
  D3D Status: Enabled
  AGP Status: Enabled
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As a veteran wargamer and a fan of the Civil war, I wanted to see how the Battle Hymn Vol.1 boardgame could be adpated on
computer.
I must say that the basic mechanics of the boardgame are nicely put into pixels : the map is beautiful, the chit system is the
same, the movement and combat systems are very similar.
BUT
The AI is terrible. During my first game (Day1) as CSA, I could easily grab 2 objectives near Little Round Top 5 turns before
the end. Then the computer (with max AI !!!) only seemed to optimise its defensive positions around Cemetery Hill, and
absolutely neglected to counterattack despite big local numerical advantage and the certainty of defeat if staying passive.

Big potential, but AI needs to be drastically upgraded.. A very much decent survival mechanic alongside CG scene. Although
this one could do better compared to TechnoBrake previous work, its still a good game to pass some time. Preferable to bought
it on Sale though. I don't get this game at all. Feels like I'm playing a bad screensaver but less mesmerizing.. Princess Maker 3:
Fairy Tales Come True is a perfect blend of the first two games in the series. I personally spent two hours playing so far and got
the "Miner" ending. There's about fifty endings total. The schedule restrictions are gone and you can plan as little as a week or
even several months in advance. The game also expands on your daughter's attitude. If she's in the "Delinquent" mood, she will
be turned away from most jobs and do poorly in school. If her mood is normal, she'll do an average job at everything she does.
You also get to choose the father's occupation for the first time in the series. Father's occupation will determine how much
money you get, if you get any at all, a year and the daughter's starting mood.

Here are my pros and cons.

Pros: Retro graphics, lots of endings, lots of new features

Cons: Some achievements are bugged, the text can be really hard to read at times. crashed after my second play but fun ig giv it
a uninstall. Great concept !! :)

Bad dev ! :(

-10\/10. Beated level 99 in lost luggage in just 5 minutes

I don't know why but for some reason, everytime I play this game, the song "Puff the Magic Dragon" comes to my head.
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